SAP® Ariba® Solutions:
Keeping You Safe in the Cloud
Today’s cloud powers incredible innovation, agility, and eﬃciency that no
other technology approach can provide. But security concerns are holding
many enterprises back from realizing its beneﬁts.

23%

78%

Are facing greater cyber risk

Completely trust public clouds
to keep data secure

62%

49%

Have experienced a recent data breach

56%

Are delaying cloud deployment
because of cybersecurity skill gaps

Fear negative impacts on critical infrastructure

50%

50%

Are investing more in data security

40%

Are using security solutions that are
fully integrated (up to 50%) or uniﬁed
(up to 47%) to increase trust in public
clouds

Say their intellectual property is vulnerable
Source:
KuppingerCole, metaresearch commissioned by SAP, 2016

Source:
“Building Trust in a Cloudy Sky: The State of Cloud Adoption and Security,”
McAfee, January 2017.

Secure Your Digital Transformation
How do you reap the rewards of the cloud without the risk? By choosing the right technology partner.
SAP® Ariba® solutions provide world-class security uniquely designed to safeguard your digital
transformation in the cloud. And our holistic, multidimensional approach establishes and maintains
state-of-the-art cloud security and privacy so you can:
Lock security into the entire
software development
lifecycle

Safeguard your proprietary information against
internal and external risks

Limit access to sensitive
data through a least-privilege,
need-to-know approach

Establish environment
segmentation and demarcation

Focus on resilience as
core competency

Ensure high availability,
monitoring, and business
continuity

Trust Model for SAP Ariba Solutions
Security and privacy
Conﬁdentiality, integrity,
and availability

Scoping

Enforcement and evidence
Requirements and
measurement

Technology

Data protection

Processes

Protection of intellectual
property

Monitoring

People
Audits

Gain Conﬁdence in the Cloud
Comprehensive contracts
Privacy, security framework,
and applicable local regulations

Independent audits
Service organization
reports and certiﬁcations

Secure cloud model
Holistic approach to a
secure architecture

Cyber defense
Multiple layers of defense and
holistic prevention, detection,
and remediation

Build secure. Run secure. Stay secure.

Comprehensive Approach
SECURE PRODUCTS

SECURITY CERTIFICATIONS

• Secure design and code with training, assessment, planning,
and development

• Code of practice (ISO 27002)

• Secure package with testing

• Application security (ISO 27034)

• Secure integration with validation

• Hardening guidelines (Center for Internet Security,
RAPID7 solutions, SANS training, ISO certiﬁcation, NIST)

• Secure deployment

• Destruction of media (ISO 27040)
• Incident management (ISO 27035)

SECURE ENVIRONMENT

RISK MANAGEMENT

• Third-party vendor review

• Strategy, principles, policies, and standards

• Data privacy impact assessment

• Knowledge of risk tolerance

• Early engagement on product security

• Inventory and classiﬁcation of what needs to be protected

• Privacy and legal review

• Risk assessments and risk treatment methods

• Product risk proﬁle reporting

• Comprehensive risk management framework

• Threat modeling and proﬁle reporting
• Risk matrix for threats, with risk mitigation plan

Want to learn more about how security tools within SAP Ariba solutions can help your business stay
safe in the cloud? Listen to an informative Webinar.
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